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About This Game

Gather your friends and join the illustrious Space Fleet in this fast-paced party game!

Can you deal with unrelenting disaster and hold your ship together long enough to destroy the enemy invaders? Repair systems,
extinguish fires, arm the torpedoes, avoid deadly solar flares, destroy your friends and clone them back again; it's all in the life

of a Catastronaut!

Enlist today!

Local Co-op
Captain the ship alone or with friends as a team of 2-4 and become the crew of a spaceship that must hold together in the face

of enemy fire - teamwork is essential for success!

The Ultimate Party Game
Jump in and play instantly without learning complicated controls - anyone can be a Catastronaut! However, not everybody can

survive the challenges of space...
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This is for the players:

The first level was really cool to play through, there's some lore and a lot of action. But so far in the devellopment of the game, i
can't say more.
It looks really promising.

This is for the devs /!\

Hello, here are my thoughts and the few things i've found on the game in random order.

- Destroying a chest shouldn't be a thing, especially when you fight the herds of zombies on the level 3.
- The level 1 was hard, especially with those guys on the turrets, but after that, the difficulty decrease drasticly.
- On the level 1, there was a lot of altars and weird monument to inspect and with a lot of lore, during the level 2 to 5 i found
only one to inspect and no lore at all, i get it's in early access, it just felt weird so i had to say it.
- Ennemies get stuck easily into nothing, sometimes they don't even move at all, especially in level 4.
- In level 4, some ennemies sprites made them look like they were alive but actually dead.
- Some wall textures in the level 4 were the same as the floor tricking me into thinking i could escape there but in fact, no, i
couldn't.
- The music in the level 3 and 4 (can't remember for the other levels) were just an ambient loop, there was no transition into
itself, it was really annoying.
- Shooting the librarian vendor (Lovecraft ?) does nothing, shooting the hooded vendor make him disappear (?).
- I randomly dropped a Winchester during level 1, no other weapons were to be seen after that (a lot of equipment and health
pack, tho).
- On two occasions on level 4, i got nothing from a gold chest, that was really frustrating.
- I've seen only 1 Blood chest (on level 1) during my playthrough. I couldn't open it, i had no key.
- On level 1 you collect 2 keys to access to the boss, on the other levels you just run through everything.
- On level 3, the fat zombies (the grey one) looks way to much like Homer Simpson, i can't unsee that. Please change his sprite
:p
- No Bone doors were to be found, i have a whole skeleton in my storage.
- The strange place feels really empty and needs a vendor.
- I wish for a mouse/keyboard control, and an option to change the controls.

Overall, if all the levels are like the level 1, you've got there a great game.. Better than the first part - better videos, story,
mechanics and soundtrack. However, if you haven't played the first part, you might want to do that before playing the second
one, as the story continues right where it left off at the end of part 1.. This is an early version of the game WAR THUNDER by
Gaijin. It wasn't bad but it isn't no diffrent than WAR THUNDER.
If you try to play it by mouse and keyboard it is impossible as the keys are every where, then if you hook up a stick you have to
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spend forever adjusting the senitivity to who you want it. Which is what I dodn't want to do I want to be able to launch the game
and play with out having to spend forever editing controls.

Then you can't do Multiplayer any more which is miss leading as steam lists it as having multiplayer (Yucan'tPlay).

Inother words don't buy this game just go and play WAR THUNDER if you want a gaijin game.. EDIT: We need to nominate
this game for a Steam Award! Preferably the "5 more minutes" Award! If this game is even nominated, it could open the doors
to TEW 2016 coming to Steam, and I would sell a limb for that to happen!

Honestly couldn't recommend this game enough. It may look a little rough around the edges, it might not have the best design or
graphics but at it's core is a great wrestling sim that is very different, and very time consuming. In this game, you are not a
wrestler, but instead you are the booker of either a ficticious wrestling company or your own. I may also add that this game is
very mod friendly, you can easily import logos for your own company, or find mods that allow you to play as WWE, TNA,
ROH, Shimmer, NJPW and many others from all around the globe.

If you choose to start your own company (which I recommend the most), you can assemble an all-star roster, compete with the
big guys and get TV and PPV deals. If you find slight interest in backstage wrestling politics, you'll love this game. You can
have fights in the locker room, maybe you gave someone creative control and they excercise the option frequently. It's not bare
bones, it is in depth and I'm still finding new elements to the game! My biggest star got into an accident while holding the title. I
conducted drug tests and found a lot of my locker room had taken substances, so it was my job to decide how I was going to
punish them. It's a game about choice, and you can shape your own company.

When you get onto the front page of the fictional wrestling news site when your title has changed hands, you know you've made
it big. As your popularity rises and you become more of a staple in the wrestling industry, you are covered more by the media
and are targeted by the bigger promotions, for example they can start chants in your arena, bring signs promoting other wrestling
shows. Think like the Monday Night Wars. You can decide how women's wrestling is conducted in your company. Women may
not be on your shows as competitors, they can have a small division or be fully intergrated into the roster, with them competing
for the same titles as men. You can establish your own arenas, more like the Impact Zone and the Lucha Underground set. More
importantly you can set up wrestling dojos and developmental branches (Note: Dojos and Developmental Companies aren't the
same).

The game is pretty much one of my favorite PC games right now. It takes up a lot of my time, and I feel like I've just scratched
the surface. It has no sound, and it's only in windowed mode. For me these aren't drawbacks but I thought it was worth
mentioning. I find it helpful, if you have a duel monitor set-up, you can play the game and also have something like WWE
Network play in the background (I recommend the Monday Night Wars show, as it illustrates the backstage antics and gives you
a good idea of what talent to sign).

The game has it's own universe with characters and promotions already installed. Mods are easy to find on the TEW Warehouse
website, they have Attitude Era mods, and current day mods. I've even seen some fantasy mods with characters from TV Shows,
Movies and other Video Games.

This is a 10\/10 game, even though it doesn't look like it at face value. I honestly belive that the asking price is still a steal,
you're getting so much for what really is so little.

I hope the developers of the game see this review and know that there is a lot of interest in a sequel and we also hope that you
choose to release TEW 2013 on Steam, as it would bring a new audience to the game, as this entry on Steam has brought me
towards the series after hearing so much about it. TEW 2016 anyone?. Do NOT buy this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥game. I would
recommend this game only if you are an autistic ♥♥♥♥.. In PlanTechTor you jump into the role of the Sole gate keeper to the
Castle in an immersive VR fusion of in-depth strategy and high-octane action! You can design weapon load-outs with several
different abilities and an endless amount of weapon combinations that effects the damage modifiers of each weapon. The game
is simple in design but real deep in character. The graphics are clean and not demanding for smooth FPS. With rock solid
gameplay mechanics and built in options like in game height adjustment so the whole family can play with out having to leave
the game, to include multiple languages to cater to the masses. The developer left no stone upturned. I would recommend this
game to anybody. Check out my quick look video right here. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gNMlYKwzPN4&t=22s.
Suzy Cube is a super fun and cute 3D Platformer! It has super nice and tight platforming, and very responsive controls. For the
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selection of Power Up's it's rather dim, there isn't much varity in what they do and from what I've played so far there is only 4
Power Up's. Level design is really nice, nothing feels repeated and it always urges me to continue to the next level. Boss Fights
however feels recycled and repeated with only one or two things changing here or there, which is rather disappointing. It's
always a Dragon (different color every world), and some sort of gimmick for the boss that is different from the previous times,
once again nothing special there. Finally the price - for 8$ you're honestly getting a steal of a deal, Suzy Cube is well worth your
money!. Once Sentence Review:
  To say this very shortly, this game really butters my biscuits. (9/10)

Basic Review:
  This game is REALLY good, and the level design really shows on levels like Geocity and Domo Paradise. It is totally worth the
price, and I love the devs. However, there are some bugs that make the game harder, like the mixtape bug. But in the end, the
adventure was amazing. (9/10)

Full Review:
  Broken Reality is so much more than I thought it was. I started to neglect my surroundings as I progressed more into the game.
The level design is great, and I actually didn't want the game to end. I wanted more, like a gamemode, multiplayer, or just
something. I read something in the steam forums with the devs saying that they much rather make a second game than DLC, but
I feel like 1 or 2 DLC could really enhance the gameplay experience before they start development on another. At first, I
thought the game ended after the first level (or world) and I got pretty mad that I paid $15 for 2 hours of gameplay. However
once I saw that there were more levels, I was super happy. Broken Reality is worth the price, and the experience. This game is
almost perfect, with bugs that make some quest unwinnable, and some lag in the later levels. I really enjoyed this game, and
some updates could make this a 10/10. (9.5/10). This is an extraordinary game, my only complaint is there is no mod support
but I totally recommend this game
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Fun game, unfinished. I would not buy again, given a choice. Last patch was march 2016, that mearly instructed steam to cloud
save your save game, no new contect since last december.. So cool������������. Combining FPS and procedural generation is
challenging to nail, but Polygod does a great job.

Encounters are varied and the levels afford interesting strategies for dealing with enemies. The pacing between levels, boss
fights and the rest-areas keeps things new. With that said the game is missing quite a bit of polish, from the UI to the enemy-
level-player dynamics there are times where things don't really work as intended.

There is real potential for a great game here. If you enjoy procedural roguelikes try it out!. Imagine a world inhabited by
claptraps which are piloting hoverplanes.
Add to this elite/privateer style trading and combat where you can buy better hoverplanes and equipment.
Add to this clanbased turfwars and a Zenoclash-like existential quest.
This pretty much sums up what A.I.M.2 is about.

5 out of 5. For those who are woundering why nothing is happening after you buy the season pass is because you need to
activate it. Go Crew in your steam libary and open up your CD keys window. Copy the Uplay Season Pass Key to clip board and
start crew. At the main menu hit redeem code (Or similar wording to that) and uplay will open up asking for a Cd key
activation. Hit Crtl V to paste the code and click activate and here go! Season pass is active and cars are now availble at your
garage, Collection. Hope this helps.. A big improvement over the first one, but the game lacks decent resolution controls.

Good music, voice acting, puzzles and scenes. The story is a bit awkward, I never got the idea that the mirror was an evil
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ in the first one.. 10 Things you can do with this game:
1. Have an epileptic seizure.
2. Kill fake Hitler.
3. Kill the illuminati symbol.
4. Kill an ancient Egyptian cat?
5. Hate the Galinka song for life.
6. Question your sanity.
7. Decide to never download an aeroplane game again.
8. Leave the game open while you're away until the trading cards drop.
9. Never touch that game again.
10. Suppress the memory of ever playing it in the deepest darkest pit of your mind.
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